Disciplinary rule

Article 1-Disciplinary Measures
The sanctions are:
1. the call;
2. the admonition;
3. the fine;
4. the disqualification from the competitions;
5. the leaving from the official charges;
6. the suspension;
7. the expulsion.
The sanctions can be inflicted to Associates, teams, athletes and judges.
In every case different types of sanctions can simultaneously be inflicted. The sanctions
inflicted through the Directive Committee or General Meeting must be communicated
through registered letter with mail confirmation.

Article 2 - Sanctions that can be inflicted by the judges of competition.
The Judge of competition can inflict an individual or team call, admonition, disqualification
from competition.
All the sanctions inflicted by the Judge of competition have to be conforming to the rules in
vigor. The judge fixes the duration that cannot overcome the duration of the competition. If
the Judge believes that a sanction should overcome the duration of a competition it has to
ask to the Committee Disciplinary to start an investigation.

Article 2 - Sanctions that can be inflicted by the Directive Committee.
The call, the admonition, the disqualification for the team, players and/or trainers up to six
months and fines for an amount up to 500 €s can be inflicted by the Directive Committee.
All the sanctions imposed by the Directive Committee have to be conforming to the rules in
vigor.
In the case in which the Directive Committee believes that a sanction can exceed its
powers the same Directive Committee it has to ask to the Committee Disciplinary to start
an investigation. Also in the case in which the Directive Committee has the power to inflict
a sanction he can ask to the Committee Disciplinary to take in load the management of the
provision.

Article 3 - Sanctions that can be inflicted by the General Meeting.
Only the General Meeting can inflict the fines that exceed the maximum one in comparison
to how much established by the rules. The General Meeting inflicts the suspensions and
the expulsion. In case of necessity the Directive Committee has the power to especially
inflict suspensions in the case in which there has been a missed payment of social quotas
once expired the term. The sanctions inflicted by the General Meeting has immediate

effectiveness; in the case in which are inflicted by the Directive Committee they have
effectiveness after the notification.

Article 4 - Mediation
In case of controversies among Associates, representatives, trainers, teams, arbiters etc
the Arbitration College offers him to mediate. The Arbitration College is chosen from the
Directive Committee.
The Arbitration College subsequently tries the mediation to an application of one of the
parts.

